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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: WR Tyler Lockett, 

Kansas State 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are less typically physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

I feel it is my duty to mention this before we get started: After watching more Tyler Lockett tape, I 

cannot stress enough how good of a college QB prospect Jake Waters is. Arguably, he has the best QB 

instincts and ball delivery of any QB in this draft. Those who prattle on about how ‘pro ready Winston is’ 

are not looking past the first three QBs on everyone’s draft list. You can argue Waters’ size and shoulder 

injury as a draft issue, but not seeing how great a pure QB he is—is a scouting crime. 

The Waters stuff factors into this scouting report on Tyler Lockett, too. 

I also have to admit it: I didn’t like Tyler Lockett at first glance. I have a pre-bias against smaller WRs as it 

is, and what I saw at the Senior Bowl did not impress me much…which is why the Senior Bowl is a very 

shaky place to evaluate skill players, especially QB-WR. It’s not easy/normal for a QB-WR duo to just 

click in the Senior Bowl setting. There is a constant rotation of QBs and WRs in drills, and in the game. 

It’s a bad gauge. Fun times, but irregular scouting. 

Watching tape on Jake Waters, I noted a few times where Lockett butchered a few throws from his 

QB…which could have led to bigger stats for Waters. I tended to keep that in my mental bank, which 

furthered my Lockett-bias through January-February. Looking back after more study, I improperly 

discounted, in my mind, all the terrific catches Lockett made for his QB. 

Now that I look at the whole picture—the NFL Combine measurables, the output data, and the tape…I 

have to admit my pre-bias was wrong. Lockett really is a fantastic WR prospect. 

I have no shame in proclaiming Lockett as the best under six-foot WR in this draft (that I’ve seen so far 

among the notable names invited to the NFL Combine)…and he’s well under six-foot at 5’9.7”. 

What makes Lockett a ‘best in class’ smaller WR is a combination of things: 

1) The athleticism is there with Lockett. He posted a 4.40 40-time with very good agility 

numbers…whereas similarly lauded, small WR prospect Jamison Crowder (5’8”) was revealed as more of 
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a fraud athletically. Crowder ran a 4.56 40-times with poor agility, and terrible 10-yard splits/burst 

times. Lockett was near the top of the class with speed-agility among the smaller WRs. 

Lockett’s 4.40 for his 40-time is kinda like a $10.00 price tag. Society likes $9.99 better…it’s 

psychological. Had Lockett run 4.39, I think everyone would have been more worked up…but 4.40 

seemed ‘just acceptable’. It’s an odd dynamic. Without a doubt, Lockett has high-end, NFL speed-agility 

abilities. 

2) Lockett’s college output numbers are sensational, and we’ll dive deeper into them next section…but 

‘wow’ what a great 2014, and terrific overall career at K-State. 

3) Lockett is arguably the smartest/savviest WR among the smaller in stature group. He runs excellent 

routes, makes catches in traffic, and often burns DBs with a sweet double-move. Some guys you just 

watch on tape, and you just throw your pen down and proclaim, “I don’t care about his 40-time or what 

a computer says—this guy can really play.” 

I hate to be simplistic, and announce, “This guy is just a football player.” However, he’s just a great 

football player…what else can I say. It’s a compliment in its simplicity. Lockett has terrific instincts. His 

vision running up-field with the ball is sensational. He plays fast but looks like he is processing things in 

slow motion. He always appears one step ahead. 

I was watching him in the 2014 Outback Bowl vs. UCLA, which is a team that is sending a ton of 

defenders into the NFL Draft this year, and they all knew Lockett was the center of the K-State 

universe…but Lockett still posted 13 catches for 164 yards and 2 TDs on them--plus he dropped an easy 

TD early on, and ran a punt back for a TD (but got called back). UCLA did everything they could to stop 

him—pressed him at the line, put linebackers underneath his normal routes, double-teamed. Still, 

Lockett just found ways to burn them short, medium, and deep. Really impressive. 

Now, to tear down those three positives a little. It’s not all perfect scouting on Lockett: 

1) The athleticism is there, but there are minor concerns with his physical stature. Lockett weighed in at 

a more slender 182-pounds with 8.4” hands and a 30.0” arm-length. You’d like to see a little more 

wingspan and larger hands. I’ve seen Lockett catch the ball without issue a majority of the time, and also 

make some eye-popping catches, but I’ve also seen a couple misses—where the ball just sails right 

through his hands. 

There is no massive red-flag here, but it’s not exactly the ideal measurements you’d like to see. I’ve 

watched him ‘whiff’ a catch or two, but mostly he is money catching the ball short-medium-deep. He 

snatches the ball and moves up field deftly. 

2) Lockett’s college output was terrific. Keep in mind that his numbers really took off as Waters became 

more entrenched at QB. Had Lockett played with a weaker QB…he’d have less impressive output, and 

probably would be more overlooked for the draft; seen as a cute later-round prospect. Waters’ exquisite 
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QB play really helped push Lockett to another level. You don’t know that Lockett will be afforded that 

same luxury in the NFL. 

3) There is nothing negative on his football smarts. The more I see the more I like. In addition, he has a 

great feel for punt returns as well—an added bonus. You can also find him on special team coverage. 

He’s a very well rounded, energetic, savvy football player. 

He’ll have no problem impressing teams during his personal interviews. He was the 2014 BIG-12 Football 

Scholar-Athlete of the year. He was also one of the finalists for the very exclusive ‘Senior CLASS Award’ 

for academics nationally in college football. He should learn the playbook with no problem. Work ethic is 

not an issue. 

Besides wanting a little more length of arm and hand, there are no major flaws with Lockett as a 

prospect. 

  

Tyler Lockett, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

In this era of mega-passing games, and thus awesome passing game output for WRs, it’s hard to tell one 

great WR season from another. I am marveling at the WR outputs in 2013 and 2014 compared to 5-10 

years ago. Lockett is right there in the fray: 106 catches for 1,515 yards and 11 TDs in 2014. He had 81 

catches for 1,262 yards and 12 TDs the season prior. Those are great numbers, but a lot of WRs are 

posting ‘big stats’.  What I think makes Lockett’s numbers a little more impressive are two factors: 

1) K-State was not a ‘fun and gun’, wide-open passing game. They threw the ball 31.9 times a game and 

ran it 36.6 times. It was a solid, not amazing, amount of pass attempts per game. However, Lockett was 

top-5 in all the NCAA in total receptions and yards. With the exception of Amari Cooper…the rest of the 

top receivers in the NCAA came from pass happy teams who were throwing close to and over 40+ times 

per game. 

Lockett caught 40%+ of all the completions, yards, and TDs Jake Waters compiled—that’s a huge ‘share’. 

2) Piggybacking on point #1: Amari Cooper caught a ton of passes in a similar passing game theory (32.2 

pass attempts per game for Alabama in 2014), but you could argue Lockett had more chips stacked 

against him because Alabama had other weapons to distract defenders…K-State had Lockett, and more 

Lockett…and no running game at all. 

  

In addition to Lockett’s dominance as a WR, you get an additional use of him at the next level: As a 

return man. It’s not that Lockett was a ‘quick dude’ who returned some stuff for K-State. He was a high 

end return man… 
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As a freshman, Lockett was not playing a ton at WR, but he started returning kickoffs mid-season. He 

struck for a return TD in his 2nd game returning kicks, and then another return score the following 

week…16 kick returns as a freshman with 2 return TDs is pretty impressive. So too is leading the NCAA in 

kick return average—as he did. 

The following season, as a sophomore, two more kick return TDs. He had the fourth-best kick return 

average in the NCAA in 2012. 

In 2014, he tried his hand more in the punt return side of things—and he punched in two more return 

TDs. Third in the nation in punt return TDs, and second in punt return yards in 2014. 

Whatever Lockett puts his hands on—it typically turns out to be fruitful. 

  

On the measurables side, Lockett was on the upper end of all speed-agility times among the smaller 

WRs at the NFL Combine. His only physical knocks are slightly smaller hands and shorter arms. The 

shorter physical features did not seem to hurt him in college—he was a catching machine; with the 

occasional ‘whiff’. 

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Tyler Lockett Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

You’ll see T.Y. Hilton as a top match for Tyler Lockett, and you’ll be impressed for a second, and then 

want your money back because of the low ratings we have on Hilton…and then Antonio Brown…and 

then Randall Cobb. But there is a critical data-strand running through this group…and there are no 

refunds. 

Where would Hilton-Cobb-Brown be without Luck-Rodgers-Ben? What if they were paired with Locker-

Cassel-Hoyer? The Hilton-Cobb-Brown group would likely be mediocre in many NFL places. Brown may 

be cool anywhere, but Hilton-Cobb are really not any better football players than an Andre 

Roberts and Rishard Matthews. To a large degree, their NFL situations are so much better. Hilton-Cobb-

Brown are better than we originally graded, but we don’t think they are as hot as players as you’d think. 

The defensive/coverage/touching rules have also tightened up for these types of WRs, and we projected 

them ahead back in a different era. We’re still trying to figure out how to change our models properly 

going backwards, and we have started adjusting a little going forward. 

With all that said, this is a great section to state the obvious: Tyler Lockett is only going to be as good as 

his NFL surroundings. Let him replace Randall Cobb in 2015, and he might be a Pro Bowl WR first-year. 

Add him to the Jets…and you’ll hardly hear from him again for four-years. 
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WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

8.56 2015 Lockett Tyler Kansas State 5 9.7 182 6.12 11.41 10.23 

3.71 2012 Hilton T.Y. Fla Int'l 5 9.5 183 3.93 10.56 8.27 

9.60 2014 Cooks Brandin Oregon State 5 9.6 189 8.09 15.22 10.45 

5.18 2011 Cobb Randall Kentucky 5 10.3 192 7.90 6.35 8.20 

2.55 2007 Higgins Johnny Lee UTEP 5 11.4 186 5.57 10.88 8.82 

4.95 2010 Brown Antonio C. Michigan 5 10.1 186 5.75 6.93 8.74 

8.58 2003 Curtis Kevin Utah State 5 11.0 186 6.55 11.76 10.28 

6.17 2013 Austin Tavon West Va 5 8.4 174 3.84 15.29 7.89 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical-size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 
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2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I don’t know how it will change before draft day, but since the NFL Combine--the world has shifted 

to Nelson Agholor and Rashad Greene ranked ahead of Lockett in most cases. As well, Devin 

Smith (inexplicably) is usually ranked ahead of Lockett. It’s crazy to me, but the NFL usually follows the 

public trend on smaller WRs. He’s projected late 2nd or mid-3rd-round, so that’s probably right on point 

for reality. I think he’ll squeeze into the 2nd-round because of his return skills.   

If I were an NFL GM, I’d love to have Lockett on my squad, but I refuse to pay up for a smaller, speedy 

WR with good hands…when there is a tidal wave of them hitting the NFL. I’d rather sniff out later round 

bargains, and use my earlier picks on more critical, economically scarce positions. I think Lockett will be 

very good as a pro, but not for me in the first two rounds…too rich for my blood. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Again, everything hinges on what team/QB he lands with. He could have a Brandin Cooks instant 

impact, or he could be buried like Michael Campanaro. Eventually, the good ones have their day—and 

Lockett should be one of the very good ones in the NFL, sooner or later. 
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